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Abstract. This paper presents two examples of how nonverbal commu-
nication can be automatically detected and interpreted in terms of social
phenomena. In particular, the presented approaches use simple prosodic
features to distinguish between journalists and non-journalists in media,
and extract social networks from turn-taking to recognize roles in dif-
ferent interaction settings (broadcast data and meetings). Furthermore,
the article outlines some of the most interesting perspectives in this line
of research.
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1 Introduction
There is more than words in human-human interaction. Even if our attention fo-
cuses on the verbal content of the messages being exchanged (what people say),
we still perceive and interpret the wide spectrum of nonverbal behavioral cues
that people display when they talk with others like facial expressions, vocaliza-
tions, gestures, postures, etc. These are the signals that help us to understand,
beyond the face value of the words we listen to, affective, emotional and social
aspects of the interactions we are involved in [14].
Nonverbal communication has been studied mainly by human sciences (psy-
chology, anthropology, sociology, etc.), but recently it has attracted significant
attention in the computing community as well. The reason is that nonverbal
behavioral cues like those mentioned above are the physical, machine detectable
evidence of phenomena non-otherwise observable such as emotions, social atti-
tudes, intentions, etc. This means that the cues, when detected through sensors
and interpreted through machine intelligence approaches, can help machines to
become socially and emotionally intelligent, i.e. capable of dealing with human-
human interactions like humans do.
Fig. 1. Journalist / non-journalist recognition approach.
This work focuses on two kinds of cues, those related to turn-taking (who
talks when, to whom, and how much in a conversation) and the speaking style
(the way a person talks). While being only two of the myriads of cues that
humans can display, turn-taking and speaking style are important because they
are crucial in conversations, the most common and primordial site of human-
human interaction.
In particular, this work shows how the turn-taking can be analyzed and mod-
eled to recognize automatically the roles that people play in different interaction
settings (broadcast data and meetings), and how the speaking style can be used
to discriminate between journalists and non-journalists in broadcast data. In
both cases, detection and automatic interpretation of nonverbal cues is shown
to be an effective means to extract high level information from spoken data, in
accordance to indications coming from human sciences.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 shows how the speak-
ing style heps to distinguish between journalists and non-journalists, Section 3
presents an approach for automatic role recognition based on turn-taking and
Social Networks, and the final Section 4 draws some conclusions.
2 Prosody: Spotting Journalists in Broadcast Data
When listening to radio news, it is usually easy to tell whether a speaker is a
journalist or not. As journalists are professional speakers who know how to ma-
nipulate their voices to keep attention, it is not surprising that their speaking
style is peculiar. This difference can come from numerous features, like intona-
tion, pauses, rhythm, harmony and even choice of words. It is still not clear which
cues enable the listeners to make a distinction between different styles. Studying
on different types of speaking style helps to better understand the process of
speech production and perception [4, 9, 15]. Therefore, areas like speech synthe-
sis, speech recognition and verbal behavior analysis can benefit from speaking
style analysis.
There is no taxonomy or dictionary of speaking styles and researchers in the
field typically define and compare ad-hoc styles pertinent to their studies, for ex-
ample spontaneous vs. read speech, slow vs. fast, or stressed vs. non-stressed [10].
The experiments performed in this work focus on the distinction between jour-
nalists and non-journalists that can be considered a particular case of the most
general distinction between professional and non-professional speaking.
The block diagram of our approach is illustrated in Figure 1. The first
stage extracts short-term prosodic features, namely pitch, formants, energy and
rhythm: The pitch is the oscillation frequency of the vocal folds, the formants
are the frequencies corresponding to the resonance of the vocal tract, the en-
ergy is the amplitude of the speech signal, and the rythm is estimated indirectly
through the length of voiced and unvoiced segments, the faster the speech rate,
the shorter, on average, the segments. All of these features are extracted from
40 ms analysis windows at regular time steps of 10 ms using Praat, one of the
most commonly applied speech analysis tools [5].
All of the above features account for short term phenomena because they are
extracted from short analysis windows, but the speaking style is a longer term
property of speech. Thus, the above features are not used directly, but through
functionals that account for their statistical properties. The goal of the second
stage in the scheme of Figure 1 is exactly to estimate these properties. In this
work, this is done through the entropy of the short-term features. If f is one of
the short-term features mentioned above, the entropy is estimated as follows:
H(f) =
∑|F |
i=1 p(fi) log p(fi)
log |F | (1)
where F = {f1, . . . , f|F |} is the set of f values during an interval of time, and
|F | is the cardinality of F . The long-term features are expected to capture the
variability of each short-term feature, the higher the entropy, the higher the
number of f values represented a large number of times during a long time
interval and viceversa.
The third stage of the approach is the classification of the speaking style,
represented with a vector including the entropy of the six short term features
mentioned at the beginning of this section. The classification is performed with a
Support Vector Machine with a Radial Basis Function kernel, an algorithm that
uses a set of training samples to identify a discriminant hyperplane expected to
separate feature vectors corresponding to different classes.
In the experiments of this work, the SVM is trained with a k-fold approach:
The entire dataset is split into k equal size subsets, and k − 1 parts are used
for training the model while the remaining part for testing. This procedure is
repeated k times, (each time, one of the subsets is used for testing) and the aver-
age error of all k runs will be reported as classification performance measure [2,
7], in the experiments of this work, k = 10.
The experiments have been performed over a corpus of 686 audio clips in-
cluding 313 non-journalists and 373 journalists, for a total of 330 identities. The
average percentage of clips classified correctly is 88.4. The recognition rate for
journalist and non-journalist is 87.3 and 88.4 respectively. In this experiment we
have used the total length of all clips which changes for each sample.
In another experiment, we took an interval of equal length from each clip
and we analysed the performances for different lengths. Figure 3 shows how the
performance changes when the length of the clips increases. The plot shows that
the longer clips are better classified. This is not surprising as longer clips allow
a better estimation of the entropies used as features. Some misclassifications are
due to the intrinsic ambiguity of the data: some non-journalist speakers, e.g.
Fig. 2. Recognition performance as a function of the clips length. The right plot shows
the results for the two classes separately.
politicians and actors that often appear in the media, have the same speaking
proficiency as the journalists and, at the same time, some journalists are not as
effective as their colleagues in delivering their message. To our knowledge, no
other systems performing a similar task have been presented in the literature.
This makes it difficult to say whether the performance of the system is sat-
isfactory or not. For this reason, the performance of the automatic system has
been compared with the results obtained by 16 human assessors on a similar
task. A set of 30 audio clips were randomly selected from the data corpus. In the
set, 17 clips correspond to journalists and 13 to non-journalists. The length of the
clips ranges from 3.5 to 75 sec. and it reproduces roughly the length distribution
of the data corpus.
The human assessors have listened to the clips and have assigned each one
of them to one of the two classes. In order to reduce as much as possible the
influence of the content, the assessors do not speak the language of the clips
(French), and their mother tongues include English (2 persons), Hindi (5 per-
sons), Chinese (6 persons), Farsi (1 person), Serbian (1 person) and Arabic (1
person). The group of assessors includes 5 women and 11 men.
The total number of judgements made by the assessors is 480 and their overall
performance, i.e. the fraction of correct judgements, is 82.3 percent. The women
have an overall performance of 88 percent (on average 26.4 correct judgements
out of 30), while the men have an overall performance of 79.0 percent (on average
23.7 correct judgements out of 30). On average, each clip has been recognized
correctly by 13.2 assessors, but there are two ambiguous clips, recognized by only
2 and 4 assessors respectively, that reduce significantly the average. Without
taking into account such clips, the average number of correct classifications per
clip is 13.9.
The performance of the automatic system over the same clips submitted
to the human assessors is, in the limits of the statistical fluctuations, the same.
Furthermore, the system and the human assessors tend to make the same decision
about the same clip. This seems to suggest that the features proposed in this work
Fig. 3. Role recognition approach.
actually capture, at least in part, perceptually important aspects of nonverbal
vocal behavior, but the dataset is too small for reaching definitive conclusions
about this point. Unfortunately, it was not possible to ask the assessors to listen
to the whole dataset (more than 7 hours in total) for practical reasons.
3 Turn-Taking: Automatic Role Recognition
Whenever they interact, people play roles, i.e. they display predictable behav-
ioral patterns perceived by others as addressing interaction needs fulfilling group
functions. This section shows how this phenomenon concerns one of the most
salient characteristics of a conversation, namely who talks when, how much and
with whom: in a single expression, the turn-taking.
To work on the turn-taking is particularly appealing from a technological
point of view because there are many effective techniques for automatically seg-
menting audio recordings into turns. In general, these give as output a set of
triples including a speaker label (a code identifying one of the speakers involved
in the conversation), a start time and a duration:
S = {(s1, t1, ∆t1), . . . , (sN , tN , ∆tN )} (2)
where N is the total number of turns and si ∈ A = {a1, . . . , aG} (G is the total
number of speakers in the conversation and the ai are the speaker labels). Even
if such an information is relatively basic and it seems to miss the richness of
a conversation, still it allows one to capture a wide range of social phenomena
such as the groups forming around discussion topics [13], the fronts opposing one
another in competitive discussions [12], dominant individuals [8], etc. The rest
of this section shows how the same information can be used to infer the roles in
several interaction settings.
The overall approach is depicted in Figure 3 showing the different steps of
the process: first the audio data is split into turns using the speaker clustering
approach described in [1], then the turn-taking S is used to extract a Social
Affiliation Network (see below for more details) and analyze the duration distri-
bution of the turns. At this point, each person participating in the conversation
can be represented with feature vectors and these are mapped into roles using
Bayesian classifiers based on discrete distributions.
Fig. 4. Social Network Extraction.
3.1 Social Network Extraction
The turn-taking S can be used to extract a Social Affiliation Network (SAN)
capturing the interaction pattern between people playing different roles. A SAN
is a bipartite graph with two kinds of nodes, the events and the actors. The
latter correspond to the people involved in the conversation and the former are
defined following the temporal proximity principle: people talking during the
same interval of time are likely to interact with one another (see below). Only
nodes of different kind can be linked.
Thus, each recording is split into a number D of uniform, non-overlapping
intervals wj that are used as events. Actors are said to participate in event wj
if they talk during it. When an actor ai participates in an event wj the corre-
sponding nodes are linked. The main advantage of this represebtation (commonly
applied by sociologists to identify social groups) is that each actor can be rep-
resented with a tuple x = (x1, . . . , xD), where xi = 1 if the actor participates in
the event and 0 otherwise.
The number D of intervals is a hyperparameter of the approach and must be
defined via crossvalidation (see below for more details).
3.2 Role Recognition
In mathematical terms, the role recognition step corresponds to finding a map-
ping ϕ : A → R, where A is a set of actors (see above) and R is a set of
roles, such that ϕ(a) is the role of actor a. Each actor is represented with a pair
ya = (τa,xa), where τa is the fraction of time during which a talks during a
conversation and xa is the tuple extracted from the Social Affiliation Network
described above.
At this point, the role recognition problem can be thought of as finding the
mapping ϕˆ such that:
ϕˆ = arg max
ϕ∈RA
p(Y |ϕ)p(ϕ). (3)
where Y = {ya}a∈A is the set of pairs y corresponding to the actors of a given
conversation andRA is the set of all possible functions mapping actors into roles.
The problem can be simplified by making two assumptions, the first is that
the observations are mutually conditionally independent given the roles. The
second is that the observation ya of actor a only depends on its role ϕ(a) and
not on the role of the other actors. Equation 3 can thus be rewritten as:
ϕˆ = arg max
ϕ∈RA
p(ϕ)
∏
a∈A
p(ya|ϕ(a)). (4)
The above expression is further simplified by assuming that the speaking time
τa and the interaction n-tuples xa of actors a are statistically independent given
the role ϕ(a), thus the last equation becomes:
ϕˆ = arg max
ϕ∈RA
p(ϕ)
∏
a∈A
p (xa|ϕ(a)) p(τa|ϕ(a)). (5)
The problem left open is how to estimate the different probabilities appearing in
the above equation. As the components of the n-tuple xa are binary, i.e. xaj = 1
when actor a talks during segment j and 0 otherwise, the most natural way of
modeling xa is to use independent Bernoulli discrete distributions:
p(x|µ) =
D∏
j=1
µ
xj
j (1− µj)1−xj , (6)
where D is the number of events in the SAN (see above), and µ = (µ1, . . . , µD)
is the parameter vector of the distribution. A different Bernoulli distribution is
trained for each role. The maximum likelihood estimates of the parameters µr
for a given role r are as follows [3]:
µrj =
1
|Ar|
∑
a∈Ar
xaj , (7)
where Ar is the set of actors playing the role r in the training set, and xa is the
n-tuple representing the actor a.
If the roles are independent, then p(ϕ) corresponds to the following:
p(ϕ) =
∏
a∈A
p(ϕ(a)) (8)
and the a-priori probability of observing the role r can be estimated as follows:
p(ϕ(a)) =
Nϕ(a)
N
, (9)
Corpus AM SA GT IP HR WM PM ME UI ID
C1 41.2% 5.5% 34.8% 4.0% 7.1% 6.3% N/A N/A N/A N/A
C2 17.3% 10.3% 64.9% 0.0% 4.0% 1.7% N/A N/A N/A N/A
C3 N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A 36.6% 22.1% 19.8% 21.5%
Table 1. Role distribution. The table reports the percentage of time each role accounts
for in C1, C2 and C3.
where N and Nϕ(a) are the total number of actors and the total number of actors
playing role ϕ(a) in the training set.
In this way, Equation 4 becomes as follows:
ϕˆ = arg max
ϕ∈RA
∏
a∈A
p(xa|ϕ(a))p(τa|ϕ(a))p(ϕ(a)). (10)
and the role recognition process simply consists in assigning each actor the role
ϕ(a) that maximizes the probability p(xa|ϕ(a))p(τa|ϕ(a))p(ϕ(a)).
Finally, the estimation of p(τ |r) is performed using a Gaussian Distribution
N (τ |µr, σr), where µr and σr are the sample mean and variance respectively:
µr =
1
|Ar|
∑
a∈Ar
τa, (11)
σr =
1
|Ar|
∑
a∈Ar
(τa − µr)2. (12)
This corresponds to a Maximum Likelihood estimate, where a different Gaussian
distribution is obtained for each role.
3.3 Experiments and Results
The experiments of this work have been performed over three different corpora
referred to as C1, C2 and C3 in the following. C1 contains all news bulletins
(96 in total) broadcasted by Radio Suisse Romande (the French speaking Swiss
National broadcasting service) during February 2005. C2 contains all talk-shows
(27 in total) broadcasted by Radio Suisse Romande during February 2005. C3
is the AMI meeting corpus [6], a collection of 138 meeting recordings involving
4 persons each and with an average length of 19 minutes and 50 seconds.
The roles of C1 and C2 share the same names and correspond to similar
functions: the Anchorman (AM), the Second Anchorman (SA), the Guest (GT),
the Interview Participant (IP), the Headline Reader (HR), and the Weather Man
(WM). In C3, the role set is different and contains the Project Manager (PM),
the Marketing Expert (ME), the User Interface Expert (UI), and the Industrial
Designer (ID). See Table 1 for the distribution of roles in the corpora.
The experiments are based on a k-fold cross-validation approach (k = 5) [3].
The only hyperparameter to be set is the number D of segments used as events
Corpus all (σ) AM SA GT IP HR WM PM ME UI ID
Automatic Speaker Segmentation
C1 81.7 (6.9) 98.0 4.0 92.0 5.6 55.9 76.8 N/A N/A N/A N/A
C2 83.2 (6.7) 75.0 88.3 91.5 N/A 29.1 9.0 N/A N/A N/A N/A
C3 46.0 (24.7) N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A 79.6 13.1 41.4 20.3
Manual Speaker Segmentation
C1 95.1 (4.6) 100 88.5 98.3 13.9 100 97.9 N/A N/A N/A N/A
C2 96.2 (2.6) 96.3 100 96.6 N/A 100 70.4 N/A N/A N/A N/A
C3 51.2 (24.2) N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A 83.3 15.9 42.0 29.0
Table 2. Role recognition performance.
in the Social Affiliation Network. At each iteration of the k-fold cross-validation,
D is varied such that the value giving the highest role recognition results over
the training set has been retained for testing. The statistical significance of per-
formance differences is assessed with the Kolmogorov-Smirnov test [11].
The performance is measured in terms of accuracy, i.e. the percentage of time
correctly labeled in terms of role in the test set. Each accuracy value is accom-
panied by the standard deviation of the accuracies achieved over the different
recordings of each corpus.
The results suggest that meeting roles do not result into stable behavioral
patterns (at least for what concerns the turn-taking), hence the performance on
C3 is lower than the one on the other corpora. The only exception is the PM
that is actually recognized to a satisfactory extent.
The performance difference when passing from manual to automatic speaker
segmentation is always significant for C1 and C2 because the effectiveness of the
speaker segmentation is relatively low for these corpora, thus the automatic seg-
mentation is affected by a significant amount of errors. This results, on average,
in a 10% accuracy drop.
4 Conclusions
This paper has presented two examples of how nonverbal communication can
be used to understand automatically social phenomena like roles or professional
activities. These works are part of a much wider range of activities in the com-
puting community that aim at using nonverbal communication as a key towards
automatic understanding of social and affective phenomena. An important effort
in this sense is done by a European collaboration called Social Signal Processing
Network (SSPNet). This project is building a large repository of data, tools,
and publications at disposition of the scientific community. The material can
be downloaded from the web portal www.sspnet.eu and it covers not only the
problems presented in this article, but also a wide spectrum of social phenomena
such as group interactions, politeness, competitive discussions, etc.
Technology of nonverbal communication, whether aimed at emotional phe-
nomena like Affective Computing, or at social interactions like Social Signal
Processing, promises to bring significant improvement in all technologies where
machines are expected to seamlessly integrate human activities, e.g. ambient
intelligence, Human Computer Interaction, computer mediated communication,
etc.
However, there are significant challenges that must be addressed before these
improvements can actually be achieved: while the works presented in this article
are based on a single modality (speech), multimodal approaches are likely to
be more effective especially when the cues are ambiguous and redundancy can
improve robustness. Social interaction is a inherently sequential phenomenon,
but most of current approaches do not exploit human behavior dynamics because
this is difficult to model. Last, but not least the integration of human sciences
findings in computing technologies is not straightforward. All of these challenges
open exciting research perspectives that will be addressed in the next years.
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